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Remarkable self-assembled polyhedral structures of high
symmetry are found in nature. In some cases, subunits are
interchangeable and assemble in mixtures of different components to form a structure with higher functionality and
complexity. For example, the multicatalytic protease complex
in the archaebacterium Thermoplasma acidophilum consists
of 14 identical protein subunits assembled in a cylindrical
structure with D7 symmetry,[1] whereas the proteasome in a
higher organism, the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, is made
of pairs of seven different protein subunits assembled in a
structure with C7 symmetry.[2]
A number of synthetic coordination clusters of various
sizes, stoichiometries, and symmetries has recently been
described and reviewed.[3±5] We have shown that careful
consideration of the geometric requirements of a particular
symmetry and stoichiometry for a cluster leads to the
controlled formation of M4L4 (T),[6] M4L6 (S4 and T),[7, 8]
M6L6 (D3),[9] M6L8 (O), and M8L8 (D4d)[10] assemblies (with
point symmetry noted). By combination of different subunits
out of a pool of available ligands and metals, a large array of
different assemblies (a library) can be obtained. Here we
report the formation of libraries of tetrahedral M4L6 complexes (Scheme 1) and describe the synthesis and character-

Scheme 1. A schematic representation of the generation of a supramolecular library consisting of 152 496 possible tetrahedral M4L6 assemblies made from 10 different components with homoconfigurational metal
centers.
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ization of such assemblies made of combinations of various
biscatecholate ligands (Scheme 2).[11] Each assembly is able to
encapsulate a tetraalkylammonium cation as a guest in its
cavity, as we have previously observed for the Ga4L 26
coordination cluster.[8]

Scheme 2. The biscatecholate ligands used in this study, which have
varying linker units between the chelating groups.

The size of such a library increases rapidly with the number
of different subunits used (Table 1). Including the possibility
of having metal centers with D or L chirality, a total of
Table 1. Number of different ligand combinations and total number of
diastereomeric species formed for a homochiral M4L6 assembly made of
different ligands L.
Number
of different ligands n

Number of ligand
combinations

Total number
of diastereomers

1
2
3
4
5
6

1
7
28
84
210
462

1
12
87
416
1475
4236

2 488 212 diasteromeric assemblies can theoretically be
formed out of ten different subunits (six different ligands
and four different metals) with a very broad probability
distribution of species.[12] Ligand arrangements and statistical
weights have been derived by using a computer program.[13]
We chose to start with the simplest case: a mixture of two
different ligands (L2 and L3) and one metal cation (GaIII). This
gives rise to twelve diastereomeric assemblies with ligand
arrangements shown in Figure 1. We found that many, if not
all, possible combinations of ligands and different spatial
arrangements of a given number of components are indeed
present in solution, and that they do not interconvert on the
NMR time scale. The individual components of the library
were characterized by NMR spectroscopy (Figure 2 a) and
ESI-FTICR MS[14] (Figure 3). The encapsulated guest molecule (Et4N) is an ideal NMR probe to distinguish the
different isomers formed since the large upfield shift of the
proton resonances of Et4N, which is indicative of encapsulation,[8] is strongly dependent on the number and spatial
arrangment of aromatic rings present in the assembly. ESI has
previously proven useful for characterizing multiply charged
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change in composition of the library was observed. Furthermore, when an aqueous solution of [Ga4L 26  (Et4N)]11ÿ and
another solution containing [Ga4L 36  (Et4N)]11ÿ were mixed
and heated for several hours at 60 8C the very same library
formed. Time-dependent NMR studies of L1/L2, L1/L3, and
L2/L3 mixtures revealed the kinetics of this process. The
assignment of NMR peaks of newly appearing species was
based on the assumption that ligands are exchanged stepwise
and with equal probability for each ligand [Eqs. (1) and (2)].
Figure 1. All possible arrangements (diastereomers) of two different
ligands in a tetrahedral assembly with homoconfigurational metal centers.
Isobaric species are labeled with the same letter. Underneath each species
are noted 1) the point group symmetry, 2) the statistical weight (%)
assuming a 1:1 ratio of ligands, and 3) the ratio r of lengths of the two
ligands required to form the assembly.
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We compared the actual concentration of species present
with the concentration predicted by a first-order statistical
model[17] for the ligand-exchange process and found that the
experimental data were in good agreement with such a model.
Figure 4 shows the measured data for a L2/L3 mixture and the

Figure 2. NMR spectra of encapsulated Et4N in libraries of [Ga4L6 
Et4N)]11ÿ complexes. The methyl resonances of various species are marked
and assigned as follows: a) L2 :L3  2:1 ^ Ga4L 26 ; & Ga4L 25 L3 ;  Ga4L 24 L 32 ; &
Ga4L 23 L 33 (four diastereomers);  Ga4L 22 L 34 (two diastereomers); * Ga4L2L 35
b) L1:L2 :L3  1:4:1, c) L1:L2 :L3 :L4  1:4:1:1.

Figure 3. Electrospray ionization Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectra (ESI-FTICR-MS) of a library formed with ligands L2
and L3 in 1:1 ratio: a: [Ga4L2L 25  (Et4N)]Na74ÿ ; b: [Ga4L 22 L 34 
(Et4N)]Na74ÿ ; c: [Ga4L 23 L 33 (Et4N)]Na74ÿ ; d: [Ga4L 24 L 32  (Et4N)]Na74ÿ ;
e) [Ga4L 25 L3  (Et4N)]Na74ÿ. In the species denoted with prime, a sodium
cation is exchanged by Et4N. I  intensity in arbitrary units.

Figure 4. Time-dependent concentration of different species (x  1 mole
fraction) [Ga4L 2n L 36ÿn  (Et4N)]11ÿ as determined by NMR spectroscopy
(points) and calculated according to a statistical model (lines) from a
mixture containing pure [Ga4L 26  (Et4N)]11ÿ and [Ga4L 36  (Et4N)]11ÿ in a
4:1 ratio initially (D2O solution at pD 7.5 at 60 8C).

coordination compounds in solution.[15, 16] FTICR detection
allowed us, for the first time, to analyze libraries of such
negatively charged supramolecules with very high resolution
and mass accuracy.
The binary library described above represents the true
thermodynamic equilibrium: while boiling for several days no

calculated values according to the model with k  1.5(3) 
10ÿ4 sÿ1 (60 8C in D2O solution, pD 7.5). Similar rates of
0.8(2)  10ÿ4 sÿ1 and 0.6(3)  10ÿ4 sÿ1 were obtained for the
ligand-exchange process of L1/L2 and L1/L3 mixtures, respectively.
Mixtures of ligands L1/L2, L1/L3, L2/L4, and L3/L4 formed
very similar libraries. The ligands L1 and L4 incorporate into a
tetrahedral assembly even though [Ga4L 16  (Et4N)]11ÿ or
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[Ga4L 46  (Et4N)]11ÿ are not observed; these ligands prefer to
form the corresponding entropically favored [Ga2L3]6ÿ assemblies.[18] Interestingly, a library made of ligands L2 and L5
was kinetically stable at room temperature for several weeks,
but thermodynamically unstable forming pure [Ga4L 26 
(Et4N)]11ÿ and [Ga4L 56  (Et4N)]11ÿ complexes upon boiling
in water or DMSO for several hours.
Using a mixture of ligands L1, L2, and L3, 28 possible
combinations of ligands and a total of 87 diastereomers can be
formed (Table 1). NMR spectra show that a wide distribution
of species is indeed obtained (Figure 2 b), however, the
complexity and number of isomers present does not allow
unambiguous assignment of NMR peaks of the structures
present. Figure 5 shows the mass spectral data of a library

Figure 5. ESI-MS spectra of various [Ga4L 1x L 2y L 3z  (Et4N)]Na12 species
where the ligands were mixed in the following initial ratio: L1:L2 :L3  1:4:1
(assignment according to Table 2).

containing metal complexes of the composition
[Ga4L 1x L 2y L 3z  (Et4N)]11ÿ. The statistically most probable
combinations for x, y, and z (Table 2) are observed.[19] A
mass scale expanded segment (Figure 5) shows the spectrum
of the [Ga4L1L 24 L3E  (Et4N)]Na74ÿ species, which deviates
less than 10 ppm from the calculated isotope distribution.
Since all combinations of ligands differ in their masses, the
high resolution and high mass accuracy of the FTICR
instrument makes it uniquely possible to assign the peaks in
the spectrum and consequently provide exact information
about the elemental composition of the ion cluster in
question. Mixtures of four (Figure 2 c) or more ligands gave
libraries with a very large number of species, which we have
not yet been able to fully characterize. Given research in the
area of ESI of metal ± ligand complexes which shows comAngew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2001, 40, No. 4

Table 2. Statistically most abundant and experimentally observed masses
in a single run of a 1:4:1 mixture of ligands L1, L2, and L3 forming a library
of [Ga4L 1x L 2y L 3z  (Et4N)]11ÿ complexes. All other possible species have
calculated probabilities lower than 3 % and have not been observed in the
ESIMS spectra.
x

y

z

Probability [%]

Peaks assigned (Figure 5)

2
1
2
0
1
0
1
0

4
5
3
6
4
5
3
4

0
0
1
0
1
1
2
2

8.2
13.2
8.2
8.8
13.2
13.2
8.2
8.2

A
B (B' with Na exchanged by H)
C
D
E
F
G
not observed

parability between solid-, solution-, and gas-phase structures,[20±24] there is a precedent for the data described here. We
find both stereochemical differentiation and metal-coordinated dendrimer composition in the gas phase that reflects the
solution conformation as well as mass spectral data of single
crystals which again reflect the isolated and purified product.
Retention of solution-phase structure has been shown for
metal ion bipyridine complexes[23] and various metal macrocycle complexes.[24] An error of 10 ppm for the mass spectral
data is in excellent agreement with theory and although
attachment of alkali metal ions is observed in the gas phase,
there has been no evidence of ligand clustering. When
combined with the NMR data, the overall structure, coordination number, and composition of the complexes are reliably
determined.
A statistical distribution of compounds is also obtained
when different metal cations, such as mixtures of InIII/GaIII are
used with the same ligand. Given the similarity in size and
charge of the metals used, this is anticipated, but it underlines
again the principle of obtaining a mixture of self-assembled
compounds containing all possible combinations of subunits.
The term ªvirtualº dynamic combinatorial library[25] has
been proposed for the formation of labile assemblies where
out of many possible (virtual) structures only certain species
form, which is the foundation for recognition associated with
self-assembly processes. We demonstrate here that a ªrealº
supramolecular dynamic combinatorial library with many
assemblies simultaneously being present in solution is made
from labile ligands and metals forming kinetically inert
assemblies with an encapsulated guest molecule. The investigation of the kinetics and thermodynamics of self-assembly
processes involving different subunits reveals insight into how
diversity and complexity in molecular assemblies is achieved.
We are currently investigating such libraries for screening of
supramolecular hosts encapsulating small molecules.

Experimental Section
All NMR spectra were measured with a Bruker 500-MHz spectrometer.
Chemical shifts are reported as in ppm downfield from tetramethylsilane
(TMS). Mass spectral data were acquired using a Bruker ApexII 7 Tesla
actively shielded FTICR mass spectrometer equipped with an Analytica
electrospray source (off axis probe). Sample solutions were 300 pmol mLÿ1
in methanol with Na as counterions. Hexapole storage time: 0.5 s;
capillary exit voltage: 100 V.
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Bis(bidentate) catecholamide ligands (Scheme 2) were synthesized according to previously published procedures.[26] Libraries were obtained following a simple procedure: H4-L2 (33.1 mg, 0.077 mmol), H4-L3 (39.0 mg,
0.077 mmol), Et4NCl, (4.3 mg, 0.026 mmol), and [Ga(acac)3] (acac  acetylacetonate) (37.1 mg, 0.102 mmol) were suspended in methanol (20 mL).
A 0.5 n NaOH solution (620 mL) in H2O was added slowly, and a clear
solution was obtained. After the mixture had been stirred for 2 h, the
solvent was reduced to 4 mL, and excess acetone was added to precipitate
the product, which was collected by ultracentrifugation, washed with
acetone and dried (quantitative yields). The same library was obtained by
mixing solutions of [Ga4L 26  (Et4N)]11ÿ and [Ga4L 36  (Et4N)]11ÿ at pD 7.5
after heating for several hours at 60 8C.
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Shape Selectivity in Hydrocarbon
Conversion**
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Molecular sieves with three-dimensional framework structures find many applications in catalysis.[1, 2] A comprehensive
and fundamental understanding of the product selectivity
associated with these catalytic processes remains a formidable
challenge of considerable practical significance.[3] Herein we
focus on conversion reactions of alkanes. We demonstrate that
molecular sieves favor the formation of reaction intermediates that have a shape commensurate with their pore shape.
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